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TELECOMM COMPANY CONNECTS ALL MAX RESTAURANT'S COMMUNICATION CHANNELS 
Infinite Technology Consulting, LLC., Solves The Problem 
 
Plainville, CT., October 5, 2009-  Sean Kelly of Infinite Technology Consulting, LLC (ITC) solved a communication problem for 
the chain of Max restaurants. The problem- the restaurants and their computers weren't communicating well with each 
other. Sean Kelly stated they recently completed a project for the Max Restaurant Group in CT and MA, nine in total. The 
project enabled all of the computers of the restaurants to communicate in real time.  
 

Sean said his competitors proposed the standard T1 service which he proposed as well but he also offered Max the 
Multiple Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) Service over a DSL system which is what  Max chose. The system will result in a 
$50,000 savings over a three year period. The MPLS service is a popular system for businesses having multiple locations. 
 

Sean said because they are consultants and not exclusive with any specific carrier, they can offer their clients 
telecommunication solutions that other companies may not. They do not have to sell a "one size fits all" solution. 
 

Sean said the fact that Max restaurants had multiple telecommunications providers was not a problem for ITC. They were 
able to implement multiple providers while still providing all the Max Restaurants with a single point of contact, that being 
ITC.  ITC monitored all installations. Future Max restaurants can be seamlessly added on to the system as the chain of 
restaurants grows. 
 
Scott  Smith, VP of Max Restaurant Group said, " We were planning a significant network upgrade and had budgeted for all 
of the hardware and software but stopped when we found out that the cost of upgrading our telecommunications through 
conventional means would more than double the cost of the project. Sean Kelly and ITC solved our problem by suggesting 
MPLS technology over a DSL connection that provided the bandwidth required by our new network for about one third of 
the cost of T1.  ITC provided great service and more importantly great resourcefulness." 

 
Background and Mission Statement 
Infinite technology Consulting, LLC, was founded in 2001 to provide telecommunications auditing, consulting, and 
management services.  We work with over thirty voice and data providers to achieve superior cost savings and time 
efficiency. ITC specializes in all types of voice, data, internet, and wireless solutions. We also offer bill audit and 
management services including service issue resolution. ITC  is carrier neutral. 
Mission Statement-  to enhance the client's business by creating value through cost savings and superior customer 
support. We're your single point of contact so you can focus on your business. 

# # # 
For more information or to schedule an interview,  call Sean Kelly at  860-693-3100 or email sean@itc1.net. Photos:  Sean 
Kelly (L) and Scott Smith (R) in front of Max Oyster Bar, West Hartford, CT. 
 
 
 


